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1. EDITORIAL
Now that Covid-19 pandemic changed our lives and even postponed Tokyo Olympics, we remember with
nostalgia our experience at sporting events in recent year. Please stay safe and keep your spirits high, we will
soon return to stadiums, courts, tracks and circuits.
Since 1988 AEQ's technology is present in the most diverse worldwide sport events such as football,
motorcycling, swimming, athletics, basketball, tennis, or sailing events for example.
The equipment we develop and manufacture at AEQ is part of the technical deployments of these important
events with the highest guarantee of performance, demonstrating in each occasion a great audio quality and
maximum performance.
AEQ has technology, equipment and know-how, to develop systems for sports broadcasts in events of any size.
In this document we describe some of the events of the last two years including the first even of 2020: the
European Waterpolo Championships in Budapest, where the Spanish women's team won gold.
We began by talking about the 2018 World Cup in Russia, where many broadcasts were made with AEQ
equipment. Numerous broadcasters from all over the world came to such an important event entrusting their
audio links to our technology, such as Cadena COPE – with a great planning and the caution in the service of
the security of the retransmission.

Olympia 3 at the Olympic Stadium in Berlin, Germany

Also that same year, 2018 we worked with the Spanish production house VAV, integrating our intercom system
into their latest 4K OBvan unit, as well as Olympia 3 commentator units. The technical department of VAV
collaborated very actively with AEQ’s engineers from the initial phases of AEQ’s equipment design and helped
us to adjust specifications that have been demonstrated very useful in all the client’s facilities.
We completed our agenda in 2018 with the European Championships Project with EBU which was exciting. The
launch of Olympia 3, in a complex environment with many devices, in many venues, with great distances, and
a WAN IP network that connected everything.
As early as 2019, Mediapro selected AEQ technology to broadcast from locations as diverse as China with a
modest Project, and Peru with a wide deployment with Audio over IP, was very pleasant. In addition, ISB and
Eurovision counted on us to implement a large AEQ audio system in the Minsk stadium.
As an example of other simpler broadcasts, in small events, Hills Radio and the local dealer Broadcast
Components explain how they broadcast local events in Australia with a simple pair of Phoenix audiocodecs.
Finally, thanks to Streamteam and Broadcast Solutions we have learned that we learned that our commentary
units could be used without the need for a displaced technician. A great solution for small events, increasingly
frequent in a divided audience.
I hope you like it,

Gustavo Robles, AEQ’s Sales Director
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SUCCESSFUL CASES IN
SPORT BROADCASTING
2. AEQ PHOENIX AUDIOCODECS AT RUSSIA WORLD
CUP 2018
MANY RADIO AND TV STATIONS AROUND THE WORLD ARE USING AEQ TECHNOLOGY TO ESTABLISH THEIR
CONNECTIONS.

Since the last June 14th we can enjoy already of Russia FIFA World Cup, and as every four years it is the
highest-impact sports event during the summer.
This was the first World Cup held in Eastern Europe and, for the very first time, the tournament took place in
two different continents: Europe and Asia. This supposed a great technical deployment for many broadcasters
around the globe that travel to Russia to provide tight tracking of the evolution of all teams in the competition.
Apart from the many followers who have gone to the country to watch the live matches, a planetary audience
were supporting their teams’ colors from home, thanks to the signals produced by the radio and TV broadcasters present there.
From the Russian National Radio VGTRK, counting with a large pool of AEQ PHOENIX stationary audiocodecs
as well as several production studios based on AEQ BC2000D digital technology, to large communication
media such as Mexican TELEVISA or AZTECA Televisions, Spanish COPE and ONDA CERO radios, Brazilian
GLOBO and RADIO JORNAL, or Indonesian Radio Republik… all of them were using AEQ audiocodecs for their
transmissions over IP and even ISDN lines, using PHOENIX family audiocodecs: STRATOS, MERCURY, VENUS,
MOBILE and ALIO.
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AEQ has been manufacturing communications equipment from 1992 and, as a result
of that more than 28 years-long experience,
the current AEQ PHOENIX audiocodec family
offers professional audio quality over IP,
ISDN, X21 or V35 lines, taking advantage of
the most varied coding algorithms such as
G.722, MP2, AAC or OPUS, while always
guaranteeing interoperability, as all its members have been designed to meet EBU
Tech3326 standard. They are offered in a
wide range of formats, from the dual STRATOS -with IP and ISDN options, VENUS and
the
small
single-channel
MERCURY
rack-mount units, to the excellent portable IP
codec ALIO. All of them can provide full-duplex remote, robust connections for the
most varied usage scenarios.
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SUCCESSFUL CASES IN
SPORT BROADCASTING
3.CADENA COPE BROADCASTS THE 2018 WORLD CUP IN
RUSSIA WITH AUDIOCODECS PHOENIX STRATOS
AN EXTENSIVE AUDIOCODEC SYSTEM GUARANTEED REDUNDANCY USING IP AND ISDN LINKS
SIMULTANEOUSLY
The 2018 FIFA World Cup Russia took place from 14 June to 15 July, and as every four years it was the most
important media event of the summer.
This was the first World Cup to be held in Eastern Europe, and for the first time, the Championship took place
on two different continents: Europe and Asia, which was a huge technical deployment for most of broadcasters
around the world...
As well as the fans displaced to the country to watch the different matches, a global audience was following
their football teams, thanks to the signals produced by these radios and televisions present in Russia.

COPE, is one of the biggest radio stations in
Spain. Its involvement with sport and
especially with football made it develop a
wide deployment for the World Cup. A base
of operations or "IBC" was set up in Moscow
with a OB van, a main communications rack
and a secondary or reserve one.
In the main rack, 8 dual AEQ STRATOS
audiocoders were installed, each capable of
establishing two bidirectional stereo circuits
that can be configured for IP or ISDN
network links.
From these audiocodecs, circuits were
established with all the stadiums and with
the central studios in Madrid. The system,
being composed of 8 dual stereo
audiocoders, had the capacity to develop 16
simultaneous bidirectional links to be
configured according to the needs of each
moment,
although
for
a
efficient
communication, fixed assignments were
made.
The first 5 audiocodecs were the most
flexible to use, to establish 10 different links,
almost always by IP, with several stadiums at
the same time. The codec number 6
established a double link with Madrid by
ISDN.
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The codec 7 was configured to establish a double link with the stadiums of two different Russian cities by ISDN,
at the same time that its codec number 2 allowed to establish a reservation with Madrid by ISDN.
The codec 8 established a double link by IP with Madrid: one codec transported the program and its return; the
other established a bidirectional coordination circuit. The main conclusion of the deployment is that in important
events like this one, the conviction that IP networks will provide an excellent service, does not avoid the
convenience of paying two national and two international ISDN links to ensure connectivity over the switched
telephone network in the event of a communications failure.
Another important operative detail is that COPE
does not use the menus of the STRATOS front
screen. It is much more convenient to control the
equipment (both local and remote in each
stadium) from the Phoenix Control application.
They can control the app either from a PC at the
IBC in Moscow, or from the permanent control PC
of the codec network at the Central Control in
Madrid, and even from both locations at the same
time, with the appropriate coordination that
avoids giving contradictory orders from each
Phoenix Control.
In addition to being able to operate with all the
codecs in sight, VUmeters can also be deployed to
indicate the audio transport activity of each input
or output channel of each codec.
In the stadiums, were also used Phoenix ALIO
portable codecs for IP links and SWING and TLE
02 audicodecs for ISDN links.
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SUCCESSFUL CASES IN
SPORT BROADCASTING
4. VAV INCORPORATES THE NEW OLYMPIA3 DANTE AoIP
COMMENTARY POSITION AN CROSSNET INTERCOM
MATRIX TO THEIR NEW 4K MOBILE UNIT #21
4K MOBILE UNIT #21 BROADCASTS SPANISH FIRST-DIVISION FOOTBALL MATCHES, OTHER BIG SPORTS
EVENTS AND TV SHOWS INTEGRATES COMMENTARY UNITS IN AN AEQ INTERCOM CROSSNET SYSTEM.
VAV GROUP is the result of more 20 years of proven experience inside the broadcast market. VAV is a
reference Spanish contents producer. VAV GROUP shares its projects among its three business units: VAV
Broadcast, VAV Studios y VAV Engineering.
VAV Studios based in Madrid with 6 filming sets for popular spanish and LATAM television series. But the most
complex and motivating technical activity is the outside broadcast with OB Vans.
VAV Broadcast has 5 HD OBvans, and we have recently deployed the new UM 21 in 4K resolution, destined
to cover the most important sports events. This unit is equipped with 8 x 4K and 20 x HD cameras in a
semi-trailer measuring 11,5 x 2,5 x 4m. The GOYA Awards Gala 2018 has been broadcast on TVE from
here.
Audio installation is based on a Dante network, a Calrec Red Hydra mixing console with a SUMMA control
surface including 36 + 8 faders, Dolby encoders and Genelec monitors.
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The intercom system has been provided by
AEQ-KROMA and comprises a CROSSNET 104
matrix with 64 Dante ports providing service to
12 TP 8116 rack panels, 4 TP 8416 desktop
panels, an Olympia 3 and 12 4-wire analog
circuits, offering great operating and work
flexibility. The advantage of Crossnet for VAV is
that in addition to being used for coordination,
the audio quality it presents is suitable for live
broadcast, allowing the audio of commentators
to be routed through it, to add a circuit
switching point between the commentator unit
and the audio console.
Using a Dante ecosystem has made the incorporation of OLYMPIA 3, AEQ latest commentary unit, easy. We
choose it due to its high performance, convenient integration within our intercom system using Dante AoIP
connectivity, and the possibility of operating as a commentary unit and intercom panel simultaneously.
OLYMPIA 3 can send and receive audio to/from any Dante-enabled device. It could have been directly
connected to the Calrec console, but it is more flexible for us to use the CROSSNET 104 intercom matrix as an
intermediate routing system.
OLYMPIA 3 can be controlled from a real-time software application. In order to ease its operation, the
commentator has listening and intercom rights only, and that can be in turn controlled from the control
application remotely. This helps avoiding operation errors affecting the transmission, caused by the lack of
technical background of some commentators.
Audio is mixed inside the commentary unit, so it is delivered to the Dante network already mixed. Some signals
such as return, commentator intercom with the studio and OBvan control, as well as some general audios such
as PA and TV event/program sound, are sent from the Calrec console through the CROSSNET matrix. Besides,
OLYMPIA 3 makes easy the task of getting the individual sound directly from each microphone.

OLYMPIA 3 has great audio processing capabilities as well: each input
features a compressor / limiter to avoid potential audio clipping, a 4-band
equalizer and noise gates with pre-sets. This way, great broadcast audio
quality is obtained in the most hostile and noisy environments, as in
motorbike races for example.

Another interesting feature of the OLYMPIA 3 is that commentator 1 channel can operate in the so-called
“Intercom mode”, which turns it into one more panel in the mobile unit’s general intercom system, with
identical performance and configuration as the rest of panels. This makes the start-up phases easier to us.
VAV Broadcast has known AEQ Commentary Units for a long time, as they are present in all Olympic games
and other events. However, what makes OLYMPIA 3 so special is that it can operate in standalone mode
without requiring connection to an audio matrix, supported by the PC control application, and using any
Dante-enable device in the Mobile Unit as the routing device.
3 AEQ EAGLE audiocodec and an AEQ TH03 hybrid have been reused, and despite having being on duty in
other mobile units for more than 10 years, they are still in great operating order.
Thanks to the collaboration between these two companies (AEQ and VAV), OLYMPIA 3 has gained more and
more features and has better adapted to the demanding real requirements of the broadcast market.
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SUCCESSFUL CASES IN
SPORT BROADCASTING
5.AEQ PROVIDES THE COMMENTARY SYSTEM FOR 2018
EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS
FIRST DEPLOYEMENT AND OPERATION OF THE AEQ OLYMPIA 3 COMMENTARY SYSTEM AT A MULTI-VENUE
EVENT
The European Championships is an important multi-sport event that takes place every four years. It adds the
existing senior continental championships of a series of international sports federations, all unified under a
common brand. Athletics has taken place in Berlin from August 7 to 12, while the other sports has taken place
in Glasgow from August 2 to 12. The technical responsibility and acting as Host Broadcaster is the Eurovision
(EBU).
The EBU has decided to use, for
the first time at a multi-venue
event,
the
OLYMPIA
3
commentator system from AEQ,
with
IP
Dante
connectivity
compatible with AES67.
A system with more than 75
positions of AoIP commentator
units have been deployed at
multiple venues in Glasgow,
Edinburgh and Berlin: 12 sports
venues have been installed in
Glasgow equipped with OLYMPIA
3 commentator units and the
audio
circuits
have
been
integrated into the system for a
13th venue. In Berlin, two venues
have been installed.
Each venue commentator system have been
implemented connecting redundant AoIP
Dante OLYMPIA 3 commentator units to a TOC
(Technical Operations Centre for
audio
monitoring and control systems) built around
the AEQ NETBOX 8 and NETBOX 32 AoIP
interfaces and the control application for the
OLYMPIA 3 Commentary Units. For mixed
zones where journalists interview athletes, the
AEQ NETBOX 4 MH AoIP interfaces have been
installed, providing for the necessary
microphone inputs and headphone outputs.
The trunk infrastructure consisted in two Audio Routing Matrices BC2000D with the capacity for 512x512
channels, one in Glasgow and one in Berlin, interconnected via 4 redundant links of synchronous audio
multichannel MADI. Monitoring and real-time operation is performed with the BC2000D RTC control
application, while the static routing infrastructure has been established with Dante Controller. This logical
architecture of several layers of routing superimposed, together with the use of the AEQ Audiocodecs Venus 3
with Dante connectivity, has allowed the system to be flexibly expanded in real time, establishing additional
routes, even international, allowing to cover the needs of circuits shortly before the start of the event.
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Synoptic schematics of the implemented system

The transport of audio between all the Glasgow venues and the centralization of the Broadcast Operations
Centre has been deployed over an AoIP network with Dante's redundancy logic. In the same fashion, audio
transport has been carried out in Berlin between the venues and the International Broadcasting Centre. For the
long distance audio links between these two cities, MADI synchronous transport has been the preferred choice.
Due to the contribution of a greater number of venues in Glasgow, it was decided to centralize at this location;
an array of 30 AEQ VENUS 3 audiocodecs, also Dante AoIP capable, to facilitate the distribution of the
programs to the broadcasters affiliated to EBU and even establishes the circuits of technical coordination with
the production centres.
For technical coordination and internal production of the event, an 104x104 CROSSNET Intercom system was
installed, deployed at the different venues in Glasgow and Berlin including the Broadcast Operations Centre
in Glasgow and the International Broadcasting Centre in Berlin. This Intercom system has been extended at
times using Netbox 4MH AoIP interfaces already available at the venues, and even using Olympia 3
commentary units, which have shown great flexibility to meet the needs of audio and communication routing.
At this event, it was possible to verify the simplicity of deployment, capacity and scalability of the Olympia 3
system.
Codecs at location A
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SUCCESSFUL CASES IN
SPORT BROADCASTING
6.AEQ PHOENIX PORTABLE AUDIOCODECS AT THE
BASKETBALL WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP 2019
THE NANJING AND DONGGUAN VENUES OFFERS ALL COMMENTATORS THE AEQ PHOENIX MOBILE AS THE
IP COMMENTATOR UNIT FOR THEIR UNILATERAL COVERAGE
The 2019 FIBA Basketball World Cup was the 18th edition of the international tournament that until 2010 was
known as the Basketball World Championship. This was the first edition in history to be played with 32 teams
and in addition, the first to be played following new fixtures and taking this tournament out of the years where
other major events are held such as the FIFA World Cup or the Olympic Winter Games.
MediaPro was the designated service
provider for the host broadcasting services
at the Nanjing and Dongguan Competition
Venues. Mediapro selected the AEQ
PHOENIX
MOBILE
IP
Codec
and
Commentary Unit to equip all the fully
equipped commentator positions at these
Venues. AEQ technology offers the highest
guarantees of quality and operation at
major sporting events worldwide and in this
line the Phoenix Mobile units selected
provides great flexibility.

The AEQ Phoenix Mobile unit supports up to
4 simultaneous commentators and their
individual headset combinations, provides
dual, full-duplex Stereo Communication for
Program and Coordination and advanced
user interface through a 3.5 ”TFT colour
screen.
The device has a fully configurable digital
mixer (cross-points and sum buses) as well
as analogue microphone and line input with
their corresponding selectable Phantom
power. The unit also provides dynamic input
processing (DLP).
The AEQ Phoenix Mobile Commentary Units are fully adapted to the demands of outside broadcasting. It can
be operated in a shoulder strap or on desktop thanks to its powerful optional Li-Ion battery. Its design is
packed in a hard ABS cover and has a protective lid to avoid unwanted or accidental operation of its switches
and encoders. The equipment is delivered with a practical carrying bag to hold the equipment itself and the
minimum necessary accessories. This Codec is part of the AEQ Phoenix Family of Codecs and is compatible
with most third-party equipment using IP and ISDN/ISDN interfaces: It supports SIP and the most widespread
encoding algorithms and is fully compatible with the N/ACIP EBU Tech3326 recommendation.
It also have optional communication modules for standard telephone lines and ISDN links.
AEQ provided Phoenix portable units and also the SIP server service for all the broadcasters in order to help in
the remote communications problems where a complex 4G network like China Telecom ones has with lot of
firewalls.
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7. ANTENNA HUNGÁRIA RELIES ON IP AUDIOCODECS
PHOENIX ALIO FOR ITS SPORTS EVENTS BROADCASTING
THE BROADCASTER ANTENNA HUNGÁRIA USES AEQ’S PHOENIX ALIO IP AUDIOCODECS TO SUCCESFULLY
BROADCAST THE EUROPEAN WATERPOLO CHAMPIONSHIPS 2020 IN BUDAPEST.
Budapest is a European city very involved in the celebration of continental sports events.
Antenna Hungária, is today the largest audiovisual services company in Hungary. It has the most extensive
facilities and the most qualified personnel to provide radio, television and telecommunications services in
Hungary. Antenna Hungária has the largest fleet of OB vans units in the country, and during these days it was
in charge of the European Men's and Women's Waterpolo Championships broadcasting. This competition was
being held in Budapest's Duna Arena in 2020 with the participation of 16 countries, to be precise: Germany,
Croatia, Slovenia, Spain, France, Georgia, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Malta, Montenegro, Netherlands, Romania,
Russia, Serbia and Turkey.
To broadcast the audio of the event with the
highest quality, the member of EBU (European
Broadcast Union) host broadcaster Antenna
Hungária, has relied on AEQ's PHOENIX ALIO
portable IP audiocodecs. Five units give service
to the broadcaster to cover this edition of the
championship in different languages for the
different stations that have requested the "Fully
Equipped Commentary Position" service. This
service gave a technical support to the
broadcaster who was supported by Antenna
Hungária in their communication issues, with
the support of AEQ if necessary.
Several top-level broadcasters from Serbia,
Croatia, Malta and Greece have taken up this
modality. The links were mostly done by RTP
protocol, and some broadcasters registered the
codecs on their own SIP server as an additional
means of ensuring the link.
Antenna Hungária pointed out that AEQ Phoenix ALIO, has been optimized for a simple and flexible use and
operation, being able to cover even other types of events such as concerts due to its feature to retransmit stereo
signals. They also use it to broadcast political and social events.
ALIO can be controlled remotely from an application, which allows it to be handled by inexperienced hands. It
is sometimes given to journalists to make the interventions in the programs from their home via their home
Internet connection. They are controlled from the station, and have a curious button called “HELP” to ask for
remote technical support.But ALIO is ideal for this type of sports broadcasting: On the one hand because it can
work with two independent bidirectional circuits, one for program and one for coordination. Also because it has
equalization of the microphones, you can mix the international stereo sound with the microphones, and its
design, compact optimized for use outdoors with users outside the owner of the equipment, where the
treatment can not always be careful enough.
For this type of transmissions with customers in various countries, it can connect to other codecs from most
manufacturers thanks to the SIP communications protocol, according to N/ACIP Tech 3326 EBU standard. This
avoids having to send stationary equipment to all the broadcasters of the event. But when connecting ALIO to
another AEQ codec, users can take advantage of an exclusive set of tools that makes the establishment of
communication and the control of the unit a simple task, including SIP and IP (RTP) connectivity, with a simplified
connection tool called SMART RTP.
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SUCCESSFUL CASES IN
SPORT BROADCASTING
8.AEQ INTERCOM AND COMMENTARY AUDIO SYSTEMS
AT THE 2ND EUROPEAN GAMES IN MINSK WITH HOST
BROADCASTER ISB
ISB REPEATS AS HOST BROADCASTER FOR THE 2ND EUROPEAN GAMES IN MINSK 2019
The Host Broadcaster for the Minsk 2019 2nd European Games. The European Games sees 4000 athletes from
50 European Countries competing in 15 different Sports and 23 disciplines. 11 venues, some with multiple
FOP, plus an IBC is part of the Host Broadcast coverage that ISB is undertaking during these Games.
Esteban Galán, ISB Technical Operations Chief
explained that the deployment of technicians
resources for broadcasting involved, AoIP
network
interfaces,
Intercom
systems,
AudioCodecs and Commentary as well as video
monitors for the production of the event.
The real-time broadcast production of the
multilateral signals was developed with a total of
12 OB Van and more than 200 cameras,
including specialized cameras, 8 ENG systems
and a series of flight cases for locations with
multiple FOPs. 4 MDS channels were produced +
one unilateral channel reserved for when
needed, was also part of the deployed resources.
700 broadcasting professionals ensured that the
signals were produced and reached the world’s
190 right holders at IBC and their home
countries. In total, there were over 600 hours of
live coverage and close to a total of 800 hours of
broadcast production.

“In particular, and concerning everything related to communications, we have traditionally been relying on a
lot of AEQ and Kroma by AEQ products, and for this occasion we are not making any exception. We feel really
comfortable working with AEQ’s equipment and their technical support.” said Mr. Galán, during the event.
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The intercom system deployed by ISB was an AEQ Crossnet based system with Multi-channel AoIP with
broadcast quality audio for the communication channels. A total of around 45 User panels were installed,
most of them in the IBC and a few at the most important competition venues.
The Dante Network allows for the Crossnet to carry IFB’s originating from basically any point in the network
and can be anything from International Sound to Mixed zone feeds or Commentary Guides for the Off Tubes.
Signals can be accessed through the NetBox 32 and 8 AD units and also the Netbox 4 MH’s that were
deployed to be able to contribute with signals at Mic. level to the AoIP network for, for example, the Off-Tubes.
Signalling in these was integrated using the Studioboxes allowing for remote control via Classical and also
Virtual GPIO’s.

The Venus 3 being capable of connecting locally
to AoIP multi-channel networks became an ideal
solution for the International Contributions of
Commentary Program and return Audio. Also, the
VENUS 3 was used to interconnect some Venues
with the Commentary Unit AEQ Phoenix ALIO.
The ALIO is in reality a portable AudioCodec with
mixer functions and that allows for either local or
remote control. This comes really handy when the
Talents at the Commentary position are
non-technical and need assistance.
Other Venues, such as the Main Stadium counted on the
Olympia 3 AoIP Multi-channel Commentary Unit. Olympia 3
is in essence a sound mixer and it can operate as an
independent or standalone Commentary Unit or linked to a
small, medium or large Commentary System.
Connected to a Dante™ based audio IP routing system,
receiving and sending audio from/to any device, that can be
anything such as a mixing console or NetBox audio interface,
a third-party console installed in a mobile unit, or any other
type of device manufactured by any of the many
manufacturers that are incorporating Audinate’s Dante™
technology or even using AES67 protocol.
The Kroma by AEQ Broadcast Monitors Series 7000 in 18” and 24” for production quality control have, all
were integrated in the ISB Flight-Cases and in the Central Control in the IBC.
All in all, ISB used quite a wide range of different products from AEQ and that are integrated for the
Commentary Audio, Production Intercom and Quality Control Systems.
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SUCCESSFUL CASES IN
SPORT BROADCASTING
9. AEQ TECHNOLOGY IN THE EUROPE vs USA ATHLETICS
MATCH AT MINSK 2019
MINSK SPORTS ARENA COUNTS WITH A LARGE AEQ BC2000D DIGITAL AUDIO MATRIX AND UP TO 160 AEQ
STRATOS STATIONARY AUDIOCODECS.
The EUROPE vs USA MATCH was held in the Dinamo Stadium at Minsk, Belarus, between 9th and 11th
September. This is an international outdoors athletics competition confronting the United States and Europe.
The event was scheduled to take place three weeks before the 2019 Athletics World Championship in Doha,
and only a few days after the ending of the Diamond League 2019. This MATCH represents the first
international competition between the European and American blocks since the sixties.
The MATCH gathered 300 world-class athletes who competed in 37 different events including races, hammer
and javelin-throwing or jumping. It has also been the first opportunity to watch the new 4x400m mixed relay
races in a high-level sports event before its inclusion in Tokyo 2020 Olympics.

Minsk stadium has a permanent set of
150 AEQ Olympia commentary units, the
kind of equipment commonly used in
commentary positions since Vancouver
2008 Winter Olympics.
On the other hand, the whole Dinamo
stadium
at
Minsk
counts
with
Dante-AES67
AoIP
Multichannel
technology provided by AEQ. Besides, a
powerful AEQ BC2000D audio matrix is
installed, -which is able to centralize and
distribute all the audio signals produced
in the building.
Besides, 160 Phoenix Stratos Audiocodecs
are installed to be able to send
commentators’
voices
towards
the
different radio and TV stations that have
purchased the rights, either using
synchronous ISDN links or IP connections.
AEQ Phoenix STRATOS is a dual stationary
Audiocodec with IP, ISDN and X21/V35
connectivity which is complete, easy to use
and remotely controllable from a powerful
yet simple software user interface. AEQ
STRATOS allows for the establishment of
two simultaneous, independent and
bidirectional stereo/dual -or 4 monoconnections to up to two different
destinations.
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Each channel can be independently used for program,
coordination or as backup, and includes a symmetric return
path. This unit integrates a comprehensive physical user
interface in its front panel and the possibility to be remotely
controlled from a centralized system. It also includes a SNMP
server allowing for the monitoring of its status, alarms, etc.
AEQ Phoenix STRATOS implements not only the new and
efficient OPUS coding algorithm family but, of course, also
all the protocols required to achieve N/ACIP EBU Tech3326
compliance, as well as the proprietary AEQ-LD codec for low
delay. There is also an AAC package available as an option.
So compatibility with third-party devices is guaranteed.

BROADCASTING
EUROVISION SPORT was this event’s broadcasting partner. The equipment installed in this stadium
significantly exceeds the requirements for an event of this size. Eurovision only used the PHOENIX STRATOS
audiocodecs in order to send the audio from commentators speaking different languages to all the stations
which broadcasted the event through the permanent infrastructure.

SCORING
Each team was allowed to use 4 athletes in each individual competition and two teams with four athletes in
each relay. The winner of each individual and relay competition was awarded 9 points, the second one 7
points, the third one, 6 points, and so on. The highest score achievable by each team in a single competition
was
then
27 points,
while the lowest score was 10 points, or 16 and 11 points, respectively, in relay
Codecs
at location
A
competitions.
The maximum theoretical score was 966 points, while the minimum one was 373. The final result was 724 ½
for Europe versus 601 ½ for USA.
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SUCCESSFUL CASES IN
SPORT BROADCASTING
10.AEQ TECHNOLOGY AT THE 2019 PANAMERICAN
GAMES
THE HOST BROADCASTER – MEDIAPRO - SELECTS AEQ OLYMPIA3 COMMENTARY UNITS FOR THE EVENT.

The 2019 Pan American Games, officially the XVIII Pan American Games, are an international multi-sport
event that took place between July 26 and August 11, 2019 in Lima (Peru). More than 6500 athletes from the
41 countries of America participated in 39 sports. Immediately after these games were held, the Parapan
American Games are held. Both events serve as a classification for the Olympic Games and the 2020
Paralympic Games.
AEQ supplied the designated Host Broadcaster – Mediapro, with 35 units of the OLYMPIA3 commentary units
that were installed on the fully equipped commentary positions at all competition venues.
The system as of whole was operating with Multi-channel AoIP Network in Dante-AES67 format and the
Olympia 3 natively adopts this format and technology. This greatly simplifies the technical installations and
renders the system with great dynamism that is required to adopt to rights-holding broadcasters (RHB’s)
interests for unilateral coverage and following the results of the competition.
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Also, the mixed Zones, Press Centres and the IBC were
equipped with AEQ NETBOX Audio Interfaces. These units
are ideal to convert Analogue and Digital Audio sources
into AoIP Multi-channel flows and vice versa. This allowed
connecting areas where the Audio sources and the return
signals were Analogue or Digital to enjoy the same
benefits as the rest with a minimum adaptation effort.

Finally, to send all the commentator audio signals from
Lima to the RHB´s home countries and to provide an
audio return circuit, AEQ VENUS 3 Dual Channel
Audiocodecs were installed. These Codecs were
connected via the Public Internet or dedicated IP
Networks, depending on the infrastructure deployed for
each Rights-holding Broadcaster.

Logically, not only the audio equipment for this important event has been supplied by AEQ. All the necessary
remote control software to centralize the system control and technical support as much as possible was also
deployed by AEQ. Further, the essential spares for and event of this magnitude, including the necessary
support personnel and the operational training for new operators helping to make the most of the deployed
equipment, was also part of the supply by AEQ. Head of AEQ’s technical operations in Perú was Mr. Luis
Hernandez whom was working in close collaboration with the local Mediapro Team.

Codecs at location A
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SUCCESSFUL CASES IN
SPORT BROADCASTING
11.STREAM TEAM IS RUNNING REMOTE PRODUCTION
OF FINLAND’S ICE-HOCKEY LEAGUE WITH OLYMPIA 3
CU
STREAMTEAM IS RUNNING ITS SECOND SEASON OF REMOTE PRODUCTION OF FINLAND’S ELITE
ICE-HOCKEY WITH AEQ’S OLYMPIA 3 COMMENTARY UNITS.
In December 2017 Streamteam Nordic Oy was commissioned to produce match coverage for the Finnish Ice
Hockey Elite League, SM-liiga, for the telecommunications service provider Telia. Telia is the rights holder for
SM-liiga in Finland for six consecutive years, starting from the 2018-2019 season.
Streamteam selected Broadcast Solutions to provide the necessary infrastructure and the solution was taken
into operation in the middle of September 2018 and in time for the start of the 2018-2019 hockey season. The
system is based on IP and real-time Audio and Video signals are channelled to and from ice-hockey stadiums
around the country and the central production facilities in Helsinki.
The remote production is a quite complex operation and involves Workflow integration for equipment from a
myriad of different manufacturers.

The Studios in Helsinki have eight transmission galleries, a virtual studio, and a 5.1 surround-capable audio
control room equipped with a 42-fader Studer Vista V with a combination of analogue, digital and Dante AoIP
cards, and Genelec monitoring. The eight galleries and a separate mixing room for the virtual studio are
equipped with Soundcraft Si Performer consoles to mix talent with premixes provided from the Studer Vista V.
AEQ supplied a total of 15 Olympia 3 Commentary Units that are servicing the commentary production of the
matches.The Dante enabled AEQ commentary units are deployed with the Mobile Units at each arena on
match day. The original plan also involved 6 Off-tube commentary booths, but talent and guests are more in
favour of the local action, so for the time being, all the Olympia 3 Commentary Units are part of the local
Ice-hockey stadium set-up on every match-day.
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As already mentioned, Streamteam use Audinate Dante AoIP technology, including Dante Domain Manager,
to interconnect all the audio equipment as well as provide the long distance audio tie lines for the remote sites
through 1GB Ethernet WAN connections provided by Telia.
These tie lines are the audio streams corresponding to each commentator/guest microphone, and in the other
direction, the return feeds such as IS, orders, technical feedback and guides. Dante tie lines also carry the
ambience microphones and all other audio sources that are part of the 5.1 audio productions for the matches

Technical commentary control and support, including
technical intercom, is handled directly from Streamteam´s
Helsinki HQ through the AEQ Commentary Control Unit
Software - Olympia Virtual CCU.

Telia will be covering 450 ice hockey games every season, with the Helsinki production facility serving as a hub
that’s linked to 14 venues across the country.
At any given time, the production hub can broadcast from seven locations across the country simultaneously.
Telia broadcast all matches in Telia TV, IPTV and media box, cable television, and mobile, tablet and PC.
This ongoing project was lead by Broadcast Solutions of Finland, with Toni Partti as the main Liaison. Toni Partti
has nearly 25 years of experience in audio for film and broadcast.

Codecs at location A
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SUCCESSFUL CASES IN
SPORT BROADCASTING
12.HILL RADIO 88.9FM USES AEQ TECHNOLOGY FOR
OB’S
88.9FM Hills Radio was established in 2014 by Chris Carpenter as a community radio station to serve the
Adelaide Hills of South Australia, with the focus of providing a local voice for the 100,000 residents within the
two council areas.

Recently, Chris Carpenter said to Broadcast Components that:
“AEQ and Broadcast Components have been with us from the very first day someone mentioned outside
Broadcasting. The undulating countryside made line of sight transmission impossible and we needed an
effective and affordable solution. The AEQ Phoenix and Mercury units provided stable, simple and reliable
transmission solutions for Hills Radio. What started as the live call of local football soon developed into a
regular outside broadcast to the many townships scattered throughout the Adelaide Hills.
The Alio Phoenix being both 3G and 4G compatible allowed us to utilise the local Telco provider to effectively
connect to our studio. We find the unit amazing, simply plug and play. Our outside Broadcasts are usually
conducted via our OB vehicle affectionately known as BOBB (Big Outside Broadcast Bus). BOBB is a converted
Toyota Caster bus, we have converted to a full mobile radio station. BOBB has a green room to relax and chat
in and a full studio at the rear complete with our Alio Phoenix for commentary.
Initially our connection to the studio based in Mount Barker SA was via ADSL, however, this year we
transitioned to the new Australian NBN telecommunications system and this has made even the most data
intense transmission a breeze.”
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Hills Radio has a channel permanently open
on the studio desk via the AEQ Mercury unit
and it is simply a matter of plugging the unit
in at any venue and the OB is ready to go.
The OB crew also connects via a VPN to
utilize a remote desk connection and laptop,
thus providing a duplicate studio for BOBB
the bus anywhere it travels. Announcers can
choose to broadcast from within the bus
studio or take the AEQ equipment outside to
create a wonderful public exposure of what
is happening on the day via Hills Radio.
Hills Radio using the AEQ Alio was recently
awarded winner of the “Excellence in
Outside Broadcast” Category in Australia at
the
November
CBAA
(Community
Broadcasting Association of Australia)
Awards.
The award was made possible through the use of the reliable and robust AEQ Phoenix unit and our sound
engineers who took the feed at the Mt Barker Carols In the Park Christmas Function and broadcast it on air to
our many listeners. General Manager Chris Carpenter said: The community event is there for everyone, and
for those who could not attend the live broadcast to our listeners highlighted the importance of our Community
Engagement though our radio station and it was made possible with the brilliant simplicity of the AEQ Phoenix
ALIO unit. Everyone who uses our Outside Broadcast equipment always comment on the simplicity of the setup
and how user friendly it is.
Broadcast Components Managing Director, Shane Pritchard
commented that he has been delighted with the technical
capability of the Phoenix Codecs since the original POTS and
ISDN devices. With the Alio, advanced configuration options
including SIP and IP (RTP) connectivity as well as improved
audio algorithms including OPUS down to 12kbps ensures
simplicity and stability in Outside Broadcasting.
Broadcast Components has implemented the Alio into an
“OB in a Box” to improve speed of deployment and ease of
operation, with excellent feedback from the Australian
market.
Hills Radio is a community radio station with a volunteer staff
of over 70 people. Located in the Adelaide Hills township of
Mount Barker approximately 30 kilometres from the South
Australian capital city of Adelaide.
From left to right: Jono and Glenn Leibeltard outside the mobile unit

Codecs at location A
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Your broadcast event
is our speciality.
AEQ is your audio partner of
choice when you need to bring
the broadcast signals home.
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